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Part 1 of 3 – how did we get here?

Part 2 of 3– where is “here”, actually?



“Dictators always dreamt about eliminating 
privacy, monitoring everyone, knowing 
everything you do, think, and feel…It is now 
possible.”

Yuval Noah Harari







The Guardian



Evan Mitsui, CBC



“This is Britain in 2017. A Britain that 
increasingly looks like a “managed” 
democracy. Paid for by a US billionaire. 
Using military-style technology. Delivered by 
Facebook. And enabled by us.”

Carole Cadwalladr, The Observer



Simulmatics (1960) – U.S. company. Voter 
simulation – “The People Machine”

(1) Collect data
(2) Detect patterns
(3) Target & predict
(4) Influence, direct action



Can we understand – how is 
this happening?

technology

& 

incentives



Sur-veil-lance Cap-i-tal-ism, n.

def 1: “A new economic order that claims 
human experience as free raw material for 
hidden commercial practices of extraction, 
prediction and sales”

Shoshana Zuboff, “The Age of 
Surveillance Capitalism” (2019)



"If you have something that you don't want 
anyone to know, maybe you shouldn't be 
doing it in the first place.“

“People have really gotten comfortable not 
only sharing more information and different 
kinds, but more openly and with more 
people. That social norm is just something 
that has evolved over time.”

Eric Schmid, Google CEO, in 2009

Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook CEO, in 2009



1’000 likes or followers 2$ - 5$ 1$-5$
Millions of emails 10$ 100$
DDoS, per hour 15$ 10$
Hacked FB, Insta, Twitter, gmail 45$-80$ 45$-65$
Cloned credit card with PIN 25$ 20$
US selfie with ID 100$ 120$
Russian passport scan 100$ 100$
Credit card details with up to 5’000$ 240$ 120$
Verified crypto accounts 300$-800$ 90$-400$
Polish passport 4’000$ 3’800$

The Dark Web 
price list

(from “Privacy 
affairs”)

2021 2022



information you shared is 
considered “fair game”

the purpose and your consent 
are made to change over time



“…our privacy policy”

postgraduate degree required to comprehend
can change any time
continued use of service constitutes acceptance

→ no awareness, no control



Web tracking today

(1) associate the subject with a unique tag, in context

(2) store, correlate, annotate and enrich information offline

(3) retrieve tags in another context and profit



cookies, 3rd party cookies, browser storage, browser cache

supercookies, ISP logging, fingerprinting, your IP, your URL, 
unique URL ID, cross-device tracking, DNS lookups, tracking 
pixels, javascript



turn off features…?

block cookies yourself, please

…finally, download this add-on we made



lapcatsoftware.com



Dear DNS Server, what is the IP address of “wikipedia.org”?

… >  91.198.174.192



Your DNS is configured by your Internet Service Provider
→ don’t use their DNS, change the configuration

Other DNS servers may listen too
→ use your own server

Most DNS requests aren’t encrypted! Someone is listening!
→  use so-called “DoH/DoT” – DNS over https/tls

… more problems



browser fingerprints

“user agent” string, timezone, screen size, 
plugins, add-ons, canvas test, webGL, fonts, 
# cores…



Beyond the Web. Logged out?

Douglas Leith, Trinity College



Data collection on Apple your files and settings - iCloud
which software you run and when
mail
location
unique identifiers shared
recordings of your surroundings





Google data collection search engine and crawler
ad network
Android devices
other products (mail, etc.)
affiliates
3rd party records (research, etc.)



(2010)  Google Streetview cars perform electronic surveillance

(2017)  Google admits Android collects the nearest cell tower, even 
when you switch off location and remove your SIM card.

(2018)  “Location History” is off, Google still tracks it. Use an 
unrelated setting called “Web and App activity” to disable it.

(2020) Data collection continues in “Private mode” browsing.





News about Google from tutanota.com



(2019)  Software Development Kits used in 
apps systematically capture location and 
other data, which is later put up for sale.

12 million people
50 billion pings
One dataset out of a multitude

consent? anonymity? security?



“The seduction of these consumer products 
is so powerful that it blinds us to the 
possibility that there is another way to get the 
benefits of the technology without the 
invasion of privacy. But there is […]”

William Staples, Surveillance Studies 
Research Center, Kansas Uni



dark patterns

“Dark Patterns are tricks used in websites 
and apps that make you do things that you 
didn't mean to, like buying or signing up for 
something.”

Harry Brignull, darkpatterns.org



Roach Motel (Verizon)
No link, must ask an automated agent, who advises to call a 
hotline, then transfer and then convince a real agent

Confirmshaming (Amazon)
“Join Amazon Prime” vs. “No, thanks, I don’t want unlimited one-
day delivery”



Forced action

Nagging



Trick questions







regulation – a blessing and a curse

DPD and GDPR

EU-US “Safe harbor”  →  Schrems I
EU-US “Privacy Shield” →  Schrems II
EU-US “Privacy Shield 2.0”?

CCPA



€150M



90% accept

3% want



privacy vs.  safety
↑

“and”?



TED 2014



increasing algorithmic and AI presence, invasiveness, automation

algorithms aren’t infallible
bias
garbage in, garbage out

the right to oppose automation?
anonymization, privacy preservation in AI



Countries with a “general right to encryption” – gp-digital



high
sophistication

low
sophistication

highly likely to
target you

less likely to
target you

family
members

friends

corporations

governments

screen lock

passwords

multiple
identities

lawful
encryption

black hat

digital
hygiene



“what should I do”? 

decide what you want

get help! :-) listen to experts

pay for privacy with money, or you will pay in other ways

complain about a lack of respect for privacy



“and technically?”

Firefox (de-googled), Signal, Element
Privacy mail/office services (e.g., tutanota, mailbox.org)
privacyguides.org, privacytools.io; Encrypt files, cloud.
Firewalls for outgoing traffic (simplewall, netguard)
Get Linux. Dump Android, get Calyx / Graphene / Lineage
Pay with Abine Blur or similar
Self-hosting
Going dark with consumer electronics
🌲
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“here”

no control, no accountability 
an adversarial relationship
convenience > privacy
cost > privacy

but you have all the power – divert your attention



to be continued…

an@tik.services



CERN resources: Liviu Valsan’s seminar
https://indico.cern.ch/event/921892/
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